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Hi All
Lucky Motihamme
As you are probably aware from Fred’s email of yesterday, it is with sadness that I have to
add my condolences to Lucky’s family, co-workers and friends. Lucky has been with us for a
number of years and I always found him to be pleasant, ready with a joke and eager to
assist. “Tsamaya sentle Lucky.”
Survey
I would like to thank all members who participated in the first part of the survey. Gordon has
collated the responses and has set up phase 2 based on these. For this part of the survey
there are a few demographic questions which we would like you to answer. These are not a
sneaky way for us to try and guess your identity but rather to assess the needs of the
different groups within our membership.
This survey will go out to a much larger audience (our face book and WhatsApp groups too).
Please take the time to complete the survey. Here is the link:
http://bat.iyoq.co.za/TYCQUANT/TYCQUANT.htm
Please help us to help you by completing the survey.
WebCam
Many thanks to Napolean Mayer who has kindly installed a wifi cam at the club. It is situated
upstairs in the kitchen adjacent to the committee room. The power point delivered with this
letter describes the setup for android and I see the app is also available from the Istore.
I am trying to find a way to use this app on a Microsoft windows PC and will let everyone
know if I am successful.
For those not too technically challenged:
1) Download V380 from the appstore.
2) Logon : tycharties@gmail.com Password : TYC2017@
3) Tap on the image box and the stream will start
There is 1 minor hiccup. The camera is standing on its mount on the window sill (safe from
the monkeys). It is designed to be a hanging camera so the panning controls are reversed.
Please be considerate and return the camera to its “original” position when you are done. We
have chosen the flag pole as a reference point. Please leave it on the left or center of the
image.

A little grey and overcast but with open water this morning
Upcoming Events
We have decided to run the annual J22 youth interclub regatta again this year. The dates are
15 to 17 June. If you are available to assist in anyway (lend your boat, sponsorship, admin ,
on the water etc etc) please contact Ralph Paterson (ralph@cgr.co.za) . The Notice of race
and Sailing instructions will be published as soon as they are sanctioned by SAS.
Please start planning ahead for the annual “end of season” weekend. We will have the prize
giving dinner on May 26 2018 and the AGM and hopefully the closing cruise sail past on
Sunday 27 May.
Holidays
For those of you:
· Traveling over the upcoming holidays : Drive safely – just like on the water it’s the
other idiot you don’t see that can ruin your day/week/year.
· Racing at the various regattas: Good luck, remember the Basic principles and Part 1
of the Racing Rules (page 11) and most of all have fun.
· Cruising : Fair winds and good weather
· Celebrating Easter or Pasach : A happy and blessed time.
To everyone else I hope you get some time off and have fun.
Regards
Rob Wallendorf
Commodore.

